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Overview

This document is an inventory of all monsters so far released by the Amtgard 7 Publishing Group. It has been compiled in order to give Questmasters and Event-o-crats a resource to use for quickly selecting monsters to use for quests and special scenarios without having to thumb through the larger Dor Un Avathar and the A7PG expansion books.
	This document lists the name, type, ratio, descriptive text, and source document of each monster. Archetypes and monsters doubling as alternate classes have also been included and are identified as such, and Quest-only monsters have been duly noted.
	List of Source Documents in this edition: Dor Un Avathar 8, By Night They Dance, Nautical Nights, and Welcome to the Jungle.



Monsters

Name:	Amphiboid
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	These bipedal frogs have gained the gift of speech and are skilled in the use of poisons, though the rest of culture remains shrouded in mystery. They are formidable fighters, known for their glorious death runs and merciless mob tactics..
Source:	WTTJ  12

Name:	Angelic Hero
Type(s):	Extra-Planar Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	5/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Angelic Heroes are the spirits of knights who have been rewarded by the gods for noble service to the forces of Good. They are sent down from the heavens to aid faithful mortals in dire need, to guard an object of tremendous power or to combat evil too great for mankind to vanquish alone. They generally appear as majestic knights in glowing white armor and garb. Only Knights may play these beings.
Source:	DUA 13

Name:	Animal Familiar
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	0.5/1
Desc:	Animal Familiars are the legendary assistant, friend and servant to the Wizard and Druid. Taking the form of small, normal-looking animals, these helpful spirits exist to aid the summoner in all manner of chores, both mundane and magical. The most common forms include: cat, raven, bat, frog and owl, though Familiars come in as many varieties as the summoners themselves.
Source:	DUA 13

Name:	Ant, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Giant Ants look like normal ants, which through magic or bizarre evolution have attained tremendous size. Giant Ants are omnivorous, eating anything that does not (or cannot) eat them first and carrying off the remainder for later consumption. Giant Ants are loyal only to each other and the Queen of their hive.
Source:	WTTJ 17

Name:	Arachnae
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These fell creatures of darkness are an abomination to the other intelligent races. Arachnae are twisted and evil spider/ human crossbreeds who revel in the terror and mayhem they are capable of inflicting. Once thought to be peaceful, these treacherous beasts have made trade pacts with local human communities, only to betray that trust at the first sign of weakness.
Source:	BNTD 12

Name:	Banshee
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Animal Familiars are the legendary assistant, friend and servant to the Wizard and Druid. Taking the form of small, normal-looking animals, these helpful spirits exist to aid the summoner in all manner of chores, both mundane and magical. The most common forms include: cat, raven, bat, frog and owl, though Familiars come in as many varieties as the summoners themselves.
Source:	DUA 14

Name:	Basilisk
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Basilisks are large stone-covered lizards that prey on all living creatures. They are foul-tempered, always hungry and relentless in battle.
Source:	DUA 14

Name:	Bat, Dire
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Dire Bats are a flame-dwelling variant of the normal bat and, except for being several times larger and dull red in color, appear much the same. Dire Bats are semi-intelligent and rarely attack humans unless provoked. On very rare occasions, Dire Bats have been known to act as spies and messengers for powerful flame-dwelling Monsters like Fire Giants.
Source:	BNTD 13

Name:	Bat, Giant Vampire
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	These nocturnal hunters dwell in caverns with easy access to the outside. They appear much the same as a normal vampire bat, only much, much larger and of hostile demeanor. While not Undead, these beasts have a natural affinity for draining the life force from victims. Giant Vampire Bats prefer humans and intelligent prey. Flocks of Giant Vampire Bats are rumored to serve the most powerful Vampire Lords and Nosferatu as willing partners.
Source:	BNTD 13

Name:	Bat, Pop
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	0.5/1
Desc:	Pop Bats (also known as Kamikaze Bats) are probably doomed to extinction. These creatures are incredibly stupid and possess some of the worst flying skill in all creation. Were it not for their seemingly endless capacity for reproduction and ability to eat any plant or vegetable matter, the Pop Bats would certainly have vanished long ago.
Source:	BNTD 14

Name:	Bear
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	These giant, furry omnivores can be found in nearly any climate or environment where food and fresh water are plentiful. The claws of a full grown bear can shred a tree or a man with equal ease. Fortunately, bears are not usually agressive unless hunting, hungry or near their lair. Woe be unto any creature foolish enough to come between a bear and its next meal or who so much as come close to its cubs. Bears who befriend a Druid serve as a fearless and powerful guardian and combatant.
Source:	DUA 15

Name:	Black Dog
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Black Dogs are large, spindly-limbed, doglike creatures with glowing yellow eyes. It is said that seeing a Black Dog is a harbinger of one’s death, though that is based more on local folklore than reality. Black Dogs can walk upright for short periods, but most often move on all fours.
Source:	BNTD 14

Name:	Bog Imp
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Bog Imps are small evil creatures that inhabit marshes or extremely wet lands. They are filthy and plague-ridden, and enjoy spreading their disease around to others. It seems their sole purpose in life is to make others sick. They also have a great liking for pretty things, and will try to collect anything that catches their fancy.
Source:	WTTJ 12

Name:	Brownie
Type(s):	Mystical Fey Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Small (18 inch tall) beings that are distant relatives of Elves and Fairies. They are usually shy and leery of strangers, but can be helpful if treated well. They have pointed ears and long pointed noses. Being creatures of the woods, they typically wear clothing of brown, green and other earthly tones.
Source:	DUA 15

Name:	Buccaneer
Type(s):	Archetype
Ratio:	N/A
Desc:	The Buccaneer Archetype is used for any number of piratical personae, from the salty sailor to the cutthroat privateer. Practically any class can be adapted to this archetype, since most of being a Buccaneer is all about the attitude and style anyway.
Source:	NN 13

Name:	Calimarin
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	“Squid head” is the best description for the Calimarin. They are evil creatures who delight in the pain and suffering of intelligent beings. Calimarin are psionically awakened. The favorite meal of Calimarin are the brains of freshly slain humans. It bears noting, all of the Calimarin’s powers are non-magical in nature and are usable within an Anti-Magic Zone.
Source:	DUA 16

Name:	Cat, Great
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Great Cats come in many varieties, the most famous being Tigers, Panthers, Lions, and Cheetahs. All are powerful predators, roaming their territories with fierce carnivorous instinct, pausing only to kill and devour their next meals.
Source:	WTTJ 13

Name:	Catperson
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Catpeople are a race of feline humanoids that resemble many of the great cats such as lions, tigers or leopards. They are normally very refined in the field that they specialize in, be it the arts or war-oriented sciences. Catpeople take great pride in whatever they do.
Source:	DUA 16

Name:	Cat, Sabertooth
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	The meanest of the cats of old was the Sabertooth, also known as the Similodon, with its teeth as tall as a pygmy and claws as sharp as razors. An intelligent traveller knows to avoid lands where these beasts dwell, as the Sabertooth Cat is a vicious animal indeed.
Source:	WTTJ 13

Name:	Catoblepas
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	The Catoblepas is a hideous monster, as dangerous as it is ugly. It vaguely resembles some sort of random collection of animal parts stuck together and given life. It avoids most creatures, and kills the ones it meets. The Catoblepas is either too powerful or stupid to consider retreat under most circumstances.
Source:	WTTJ 14

Name:	Centaur
Type(s):	Fey Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	The wise and proud Centaurs, the fabled horse-bodied men of myth, roam the plains and forests of Amtgardia’s wildest places. These mighty philosopher-warriors generally shun the civilized lands, but maintain a healthy respect for the Elven Nation.
Source:	DUA 17

Name:	Cetacean
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Resembling small, blue orca whales, the cetaceans are a highly evolved, superintelligent race of aquatic mammals. Cetaceans are skilled negotiators and diplomats, preferring conversation to combat. They live and travel the seas in extended family groups called pods. The eldest and wisest members rule each pod, while the remainder of the pod split their time between sentry duty, practicing their mental skills, making shell jewelry for trade and basking in the warm waves near the surface Cetaceans are generally helpful to humans and other seafaring races, though they are natural enemies of the Scalor and Mo’kathah.
Source:	NN 13

Name:	Corrosion Beast
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	This pudgy little creature is arguably one of the most troublesome and annoying beasts to have to fight. Ever hungry for the taste of metal, it will follow those who have it to the ends of the earth if need be, retreating only if severely beaten. Ungainly on its feet, it is an amazingly fast digger and thus able to get into the most secure areas.
Source:	DUA 17

Name:	Crabman
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	The primitive, alien Crabmen survive by scavenging for scraps of seafood and marauding coastal communities. They are completely merciless in combat, caring little for their own welfare and strike with huge claws capable of ripping a man in two. Crabmen walk upright on two strong legs and use the other legs for fine manipulations and combat. Their shells are highly prized by artisans and armorers alike - another reason the Crabmen treat humans with such low regard.
Source:	NN 14

Name:	Crocodile, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	These huge behemoths are usually content to hunt prey easier to catch than Man, but hunger and fear can cause even the most docile Croc to go on a wild rampage. These toothy, leather-skinned beasts, are sought after for their tough hides, sharp teeth, and tasty meat. The risk is perhaps greater than most hunters are willing to take.
Source:	WTTJ 14

Name:	Crustacean, Gargantuan
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These statistics can be used to represent either giant crabs or lobsters. Both monstrosities are immense crawling garbage disposals, feasting on living and decaying matter with equal enthusiasm. They are not above attacking moving targets, should the opportunity arise.
Source:	NN 14

Name:	Darklord
Type(s):	Extra-Planar Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Darklords are particularly evil individuals. They want to rule the world and have the means to do it. Darklords exude an evil aura (roleplaying evil does not mean being a hazard on the field). In general appearance, Darklords hardly differ from any other individual of the civilized races. They do, however, occasionally babble to themselves about being evil and taking over the world.
Source:	DUA 18

Name:	Dark Steed
Type(s):	Undead Mystical Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Dark Steeds are the corrupt counterparts of living Unicorns and Gryphons who have been transformed into a fearsome, Undead beast. Dark Stteds are intelligent, cruel and enjoy causing chaos and panic, especially in those they would ordinarily fight to protect (maidens, Elves, etc.).
Source:	BNTD 15

Name:	Deadly Slime
Type(s):	Arboreal Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Deadly Slimes are amorphous, amoeboid creatures generally considered more terrifying for their lack of form than for any shape they could possibly have. They range in size from only one foot to over five feet in diameter, in color from chalk white to jet black and in translucency from opaque to very nearly transparent. Very primitive creatures, deadly slimes have no mind of which to speak. They exist only to reproduce: an exhausting process of cellular fission that requires vast amounts of food.
Source:	DUA 19

Name:	Deva
Type(s):	Extra-Planar Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These brilliant beings are the protectors of law and good, always upholding that which is pure and innocent in nature and life. They sometimes appear as globes of brilliantly colored light, but usually as tall humanoids with large white wings.
Source:	DUA 19

Name:	Dolphin
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	These happy-go-lucky aquatic mammals are amongst the friendliest and most intelligent creatures in the briny deep. Dolphins travel in groups called pods, and spend their lives caring for and protecting one another, swimming near the surface, and playing games of tag and catch. On rare occasion, a single Dolphin will befriend a surface-dweller, but they will generally assist any sentient being they encounter floundering in the sea. Dolphins hate sharks and will fight against those fishy fiends to the death.
Source:	NN 15

Name:	Dragon, Azure
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	8/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Azure Dragons are intelligent flyers who use their coloration to blend into the open skies to better get the drop on their enemies. Azure Dragons lair in hot, sandy regions, usually far beneath the surface.
Source:	DUA 20

Name:	Dragon, Crimson
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	8/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Crimson Dragons are lazy and pompous brutes who while away the centuries on mounts of golden loot. Crimson Dragons lair in high, mountainous regions, lords and masters of all they survey.
Source:	DUA 21

Name:	Dragon, Emerald
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	6/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Emerald Dragons are consummate villains, evil and greedy to the core. Emerald Dragons lair in verdant, forested areas, often near human trade routes; humans make fine valuables to plunder and a tasty midnight snack at the same time.
Source:	DUA 21

Name:	Dragon, Feathered Serpent
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	8/1
Desc:	The Feathered Serpents are a smaller, though no less potent, member of the Dragon family. They resemble great vipers with immense, rainbow-hued feathered wings. Feathered Serpents are generally good natured, intelligent creatures, out to keep the world safe from the depredations of Evil.
Source:	WTTJ 15

Name:	Dragon, Night
Type(s):	Mystical Undead Beast
Ratio:	8/1
Desc:	Night Dragons are the reanimated spirits of dead Dragons, who through some act of malignant magic have secured themselves a place in Undeath. These terrible beasts are engines of wanton destruction, delighting in the sheer terror their very presence causes lesser beings. Night Dragons appear as they did in life, except they are in a state of continual decomposition - rotting from within in a slow, maddening spiral of dark oblivion. Thus, Night Dragons actually become less powerful in many aspects as they progress in levels.
Source:	BNTD 15

Name:	Dragon, Opal
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	6/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Opal Dragons are ignorant savages, more interested in mealtime than money. Opal Dragons roam frozen tundra and arctic mountain peaks in their eternal search for food.
Source:	DUA 22

Name:	Dragon, Sable
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	9/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Sable Dragons give dragons a bad name; they are ruthless, vile-tempered and possess an insatiable lust for gold, jewels and treasure in any form. Sable Dragons make their homes in dank caverns, often beneath a swamp or other body of foul water.
Source:	DUA 22

Name:	Dragon, Sea
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	6/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Sea Dragons are doubtless the origin of the phrase “Terror of the Deep.” These huge eating-machines scour the farthest recesses of the oceans in search of more and more food, gobbling up schools of sharks or cetaceans with equal gusto. While generally confined to the depths, Sea Dragons are not above coming to the surface to investigate an easy meal of sailors or pirates.
Source:	NN 15

Name:	Dragon, Great
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	10/1 (Quest)
Desc:	These mighty reptilian beasts are cunning and cruel creatures of reason and magic. Nothing pleases a Great Dragon more than to sack a kingdom, hoard all of its treasures in one place and nest on the pile for a century or two.
Source:	DUA 23

Name:	Dread Knight
Type(s):	Mystical Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	5/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Dread Knights are the spirits of heroes who committed an immensely evil act. They were executed only to be brought back as undead knights, cursed to forever walk the earth and lament their weakness. Though they were once noblemen, all that remains is a ghostly skeleton wearing ornate armor. Glowing red eyes staring from deep beneath their helms. Dread Knights posses an impressive magical arsenal, but prefer to slay their foes in melee combat. It is preferred that only Knights play one of these creatures.
Source:	DUA 23

Name:	Dryad
Type(s):	Mystical Fey Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	These creatures are beautiful, mischievous wood spirits. Little is known about them except they command powerful magic and always demand a high price for their benevolence. This price is often a male who is seldom seen again.
Source:	DUA 24

Name:	Duelist
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid (Alternate Class)
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Duelists represent the swashbucklers and musketeers of the past. They are a light fighter that relies on nimble reflexes and rapier wit to survive any encounter. Some are honorable, others lead a less than reputable life, but they all share an innate skill and passion for the blade.
Source:	NN 16

Name:	Dwarf
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Short and powerfully built, Dwarves have a reputation that defies their small size. Capable of the finest metal and stone crafting known to man, these bearded warriors are not to be taken lightly. As a race they possess a grim determination and an amazing constitution against threats both magical and mundane.
Source:	DUA 24

Name:	Elemental, Air
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These are creatures brought forth from the element of air. They appear as either a whirlwind or a transparent humanoid in light, airy clothing.
Source:	DUA 25

Name:	Elemental, Earth
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These are massive beings of solid, animated dirt and stone who are brought into Amtgardia from the Plane of Earth.
Source:	DUA 25

Name:	Elemental, Fire
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These Elementals come forth from the Plane of Fire. They appear as majestic humanoids carrying weapons made of pure, living flame. Fire Elementals are generally quick to action and enter combat willingly, pleased with the chance to catch something aflame.
Source:	DUA 26

Name:	Elemental, Salt
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Salt Elementals (or Salties) are a newly discovered Earth Elemental variant. They are crude and wily creatures, serving only begrudgingly and never for very long. Salt Elementals are particularly afraid of Water Elementals, as the merest touch is enough to turn the Saltie into a puddle of saline goo. Other than that, Salties fight ferociously and without mercy. Were it not for their horrible sense of humor they would be nearly perfect Guardians.
Source:	NN 16

Name:	Elemental, Shadow
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	The anatomy of a Shadow Elemental defies description. Some merely call it “a nothing,” while others have likened it to distilled darkness - so black that it can be easily seen on a moonless overcast night. Despite their sinister appearance, these Elementals tend to remain neutral as much as possible. Since Shadow Elementals are so exotic and are more powerful than other Elementals, summoning one often takes a terrible toll upon the caster.
Source:	BNTD 16

Name:	Elemental, Storm
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Summoned from the awful plane where Sky and Fire meet, the essence of destruction dwells within every Storm Elemental. Quick-witted, humming with power and impatient in the extreme, Storm Elementals make exceptional servants for anyone wishing to annihilate his foes.
Source:	NN 17

Name:	Elemental, Undead
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	This fell beast looks like a huge, rotting mass of flesh. It has beady black eyes, long poisonous talons and a huge maw filled with razor-sharp fangs. Undead Elementals are vile, mindless eating machines, bent on the death and destruction of all forms of life.
Source:	BNTD 16

Name:	Elemental, Water
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Although rare in other kingdoms, Water Elementals are in abundance in the Wetlands, Mystic Seas and the Valley of Silver Rains. Massive, living waves, the elementals are as changeable as the substance of which they are formed.
Source:	DUA 26

Name:	Elf, Aquatic
Type(s):	Mystical Fey Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Dwelling equal parts above and below the waves, the Aquatic Elves are at once oddly similar and wildly different from their air-breathing counterparts.Aquatic Elves have all the same basic features of normal Elves: pointed ears, long digits, sharp features and almond-shaped eyes, but their skin coloration ranges from pale blue to nearly luminescent green depending on the individual tribe. Aquatic Elves travel in schools, swimming together in seemingly perfect synchronization, sometimes with each other but often with dolphins, small whales and cetaceans as companions. The Elves of the Sea are very protective of one another and are good friends of the Merfolk, though largely disdainful of surface races.
Source:	NN 17

Name:	Elf, Common Sylvan
Type(s):	Mystical Fey Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Elves are the longest lived of all the civilized races. Their thin limbs and beautiful features cause many races to underestimate the Elven Nation - much to the dismay of any enemy who has lost a war to the graceful elves.
Source:	DUA 27

Name:	Elf, Deep Dweller
Type(s):	Mystical Fey Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Deep Dweller Elves are the descendants of Common Sylvan Elves. Long ago, they were driven out of the High Elven cities and forced underground because of their worship of evil gods. Deep Dweller Elves take great pleasure at the destruction of anything good or bright, especially their surface dwelling cousins and their arboreal homelands.
Source:	DUA 27

Name:	Elf, Night
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	One of the First Elven Nations, long forgotten by Man, the Night Elves have served as eternal protectors of the most ancient forests of Amtgardia. Night Elves are reclusive in the extreme, shunning even the High Elven Court except during time of war. Only in the last few years have the xenophobic shadow-walkers been seen again in the Kingdoms. Their skill as master infiltrators has earned them a reputation as sneaky and vicious mercenaries. Couple that with a penchant for wiping out entire Orcish caravans just for fun, and the Elves of the Night have begun to make quite a name for themselves in a short period of time. Night Elves have been known to tame and ride Gryphons into battle.
Source:	BNTD 17

Name:	Entangling Mass
Type(s):	Arboreal Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These creatures are heaps of rotting vegetable matter, but despite appearances are actually forms of life. An Entangling Mass is 7 feet in height with a girth of 6 feet at the base and 2 feet at the summit.
Source:	DUA 28

Name:	Extra-Planar Entity
Type(s):	Extra-Planar Humanoid
Ratio:	7/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Evil Extra-Planar Entities come in as many forms as they have names: Demons, devils, daemons, Great Old Ones and the like are all mythical examples of the horrid forms of life teeming in the dark realms beyond our own. All seek to use their powers to corrupt or eradicate any person, place or object dedicated to Goodness.
Source:	DUA 28

Name:	Fairy
Type(s):	Mystical Fey Humanoid
Ratio:	0.5/1
Desc:	Fairies (Faerie, Fae, Pixie, Sprite - all names for the same creature) are tiny woodland spirits who live in the deepest sylvan forests, far from the eyes of mortal men. Fairies are generally fun loving pranksters, and their natural abilities make for being excellent spies.
Source:	DUA 29

Name:	Flame Beetle, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These hulking behemoths dwell near active volcanoes and other places were they can bask in the heat of magma. Their shiny chitinous exoskeletons are resistant to fire and heat and have been carved out by humans wishing to cross lava pits. They are omnivorous and eat almost anything that moves or has a strong odor.
Source:	WTTJ 17

Name:	Gargoyle
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Strange, living statue-like beasts, Gargoyles take extreme pleasure in tormenting creatures whose flesh is weaker than their own stony hides. Gargoyles are fearsome, winged guardians and tireless foes in battle.
Source:	DUA 29

Name:	Ghost
Type(s):	Mystical Undead
Ratio:	3/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Hopelessly wandering the earth, these creatures are the lifeforce of a restless, dead being. Ghosts spend most of their unlife in a state of continual incorporeality, during which times they cannot affect nor interact with the world of the living. Some Ghosts are occasionally tied to a specific area, but many are free-roaming apparitions. Ghosts come in as many dispositions as mortals, though their personalities tend toward the extremes and have been known to swing wildly from somber and gentle to cruel and spiteful, from weeping melancholy to raucous insanity, at a moments notice.
Source:	DUA 30

Name:	Ghoul
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These are undead creatures roaming graveyards for carrion and unlucky travelers. They are cunning, but mindless. They feed on human corpses to sustain their lives. The only thing a Ghoul fears is the holy purity of the White Light.
Source:	DUA 30

Name:	Giant, Fire
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	Fire Giants stand just over 20 feet tall. They are a brutally militant race of Giants who wage seemingly endless war against any intelligent race crossing their paths. Fortunately, this continual warfare tends to keep their numbers limited, so they never manage to hold territory for long.
Source:	DUA 31

Name:	Giant, Frost
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	Frost Giants stand 15-20 feet tall. Grim, brooding and silent, they resemble Vikings but are less apt to raid or plunder. In fact, they prefer solitude to the bustle of civilization.
Source:	DUA 31

Name:	Giant, Hill
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Standing 10-15 feet tall, Hill Giants are slow and simple-minded brutes resembling nothing so much as gargantuan Neanderthals.
Source:	DUA 32

Name:	Giant, Sea
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	5/1
Desc:	These huge undersea menaces are the stuff of sailor’s nightmares. Hulking, ignorant brutes bent on destruction, Sea Giants are known to accumulate large sums of giant pearls, precious shells, and other treasures of the deep.
Source:	DUA 32

Name:	Giant, Thunder
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	6/1
Desc:	Thunder Giants are the largest and most intelligent of all the earthbound Giants. They are generally reclusive in their cloud top citadels, shunning visitors to study magic and the forces of nature. Thunder Giants dislike their boorish cousins, and have particular distaste for barbarians as a whole. Humans can expect little notice from Thunder Giants, unless they are threatening or offering great rewards.
Source:	DUA 33

Name:	Giant, Titan
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	7/1 (Quest0
Desc:	These Giants are akin to gods. They stand over 30 feet tall. The Norse hold that our world was created by the gods from the body of the Frost Titan Ymir, and the world will be destroyed by the Fire Titan Surtr. The Greeks hold that the Titans are as cousins to the gods and that it is the Titan Atlas who holds the world on his shoulders and the Titan Prometheus who introduced humans to the use of fire.
Source:	DUA 33

Giant Insects
See individual entries for giant insects.

Name:	Gnoll
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Gnolls are belligerent hyena-men that wander in bands across the countryside raiding villages and carrying away captives for food or slave labor. They will band with Orcs, Ogres, and Trolls, but Gnolls tend to be unreliable especially when hunting for food is at stake.
Source:	WTTJ 15

Name:	Goblin
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	0.5/1
Desc:	Goblins are small, primitive descendants of Orcs. As their most famous trait is physical frailty, they tend to move in groups for protection. Goblins are cruel, jealous, petty, ambitious, selfish and suspicious. They hate all races, including other Orc and Goblin tribes, as intertribal cannibalism is the norm. Goblins are also incredibly stupid; often using a single twig to “hide behind” or fainting dead at the mere sight of a terrible beast or powerful spellcaster.
Source:	DUA 34

Name:	Golem, Flesh
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	These Golems are created through an unspeakable process of fusing several fresh cadavers together. Flesh Golems are not Undead, though the resemblance to a Zombie is more than just passing.
Source:	DUA 35

Name:	Golem, Metal
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These massive animations are colossi of metal worked into human shapes and brought to life with intense magical energies.
Source:	DUA 35

Name:	Golem, Mud
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	These creatures are massive frames of wood, covered in clay, and then animated with magic.
Source:	DUA 36

Name:	Golem, Rag
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Wizards who wish to protect children from the dangers of the world create these Golems. Rag Golems are sentient dolls, brought to life through an act of magic and love. They always resemble a child’s plaything, be it a doll, stuffed dog, or teddy bear, until the child it threatened or harmed in any way. The Golem them springs to life, using its powers and attacks to defend its young charges.
Source:	DUA 36

Name:	Golem, Rock
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These Golems are animated statues of incredible power. Like most other Golems, they are slow and ponderous, with unnaturally stiff movements. Rock Golems never hurry anywhere.
Source:	DUA 37

Name:	Golem, Rope
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Created to serve mages stationed aboard sea vessels, Rope Golems are living constructs of ship lines, hemp ropes, and guy wires. The Druid version of this Golem, used to protect Sacred Groves, is called a Vine Golem, though the abilities are identical in all respects.
Source:	DUA 37

Name:	Golem, Scarecrow
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These golems are one of the oldest forms of sentries, used by village shamans as guardians of crops and fields. Certain spellcasters discovered that these lumps of hay, if granted magical life, were capable of scaring more than just the birds.
Source:	DUA 38

Name:	Gorilla, Man-Eating
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These primates live in colonies in remote regions well away from the grasp of man. The males dominate the tribe, using their great physical strength and combat prowess. Most of the time, these Apes leave humans alone, but they may be provoked to attack by any number of means, including fear, hunger, and defense of territory and young.
Source:	WTTJ 16

Name:	Gray Man
Type(s):	Mystical Undead
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	The Gray Men are tall (10' or so) and very broad in the shoulders. Wrapped in a shroud of mist, Gray Men only come out at night. They only exist near mountaintop graves where great warriors have been laid to rest. Where the Gray Men walk, mortals gain a sense of foreboding and grow increasingly despondent.
Source:	BNTD 17

Name:	Great Bird
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	These huge birds are the lords of the winds, using their keen eyesight to spot unsuspecting prey miles away.
Source:	DUA 38

Name:	Gremlin
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Gremlins exist to amuse themselves. They are lying, thieving pranksters, but not generally dangerous unless provoked. They appear as either sickly green goblins or happy faced fuzzies. In either case, they have a very warped sense of humor.
Source:	DUA 39

Name:	Gryphon
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Gryphons are the mythological half-lion, half-eagle beasts from Greek and Roman literature. They are vicious carnivores, but would rather eat horses than wandering travelers.
Source:	DUA 39

Name:	Gypsy
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid (Alternate Class)
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Whether due to culture, choice or happenstance, Gypsies are known far and wide for their nomadic life-style, brightlycolored clothes and robust love for life on the open road. After generations of seemingly aimless wandering, Gypsies have very little to call their own, and are thus viewed with great suspicion by many folk, who see them (sometimes rightly) as penniless vagabonds earning a living through wits and thievery. In truth, Gypsies have a strong bond to one another, and no one else. They are capable fighters, cunning tricksters and many older Gypsies have perfected no small amount of magical skill. To slay such an elder often has fatal consequences for the killer.
Source:	BNTD 18

Name:	Harpy
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Harpies are avians of the worst temperament. Both their bodies and minds are only partially human. This means they consider humans and other ‘no- wings’ to be both expendable and tasty. They are not easily recruited but those who secure a Harpy’s aid often find it is they who are being used. Flat out, Harpies are amongst the most vile and evil creatures around.
Source:	DUA 40

Name:	Headhunter
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Tribes of Headhunters have lived in the islands since before the arrival of civilized men. These savages dwell in thatched-roof huts, gather fruits and nuts, and ritualistically devour the slain of their enemies. The language of Headhunters is a series of animal sounds, unintelligible gibberish and war howls.
Source:	WTTJ 16

Name:	Headless Horseman
Type(s):	Mystical Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Whether created through ancient curse, twisted death-magic or sheer force of will, these Undead cavalrymen are cold-blooded killers of the most lethal sort. The Headless Horseman rides down unwary travelers who have tarried too long in the night. The only hope for the wayward traveler is to cross the bridge into town before the Headless Horseman runs him down.
Source:	BNTD 18

Name:	Hydra
Type(s):	Mystical Multi-Person Beast
Ratio:	2/1 per Head/Tail (Quest)
Desc:	Hydras are huge, usually reptilian, monsters invariably equipped with two or more heads. They are always vicious, hungry creatures, wreaking havoc upon their surroundings. There should be from two to eight heads and a single tail.
Source:	DUA 40

Insect, Giant
See individual entries for giant insects.

Name:	Jungle Man
Type(s):	Archetype
Ratio:	N/A
Desc:	Being lost as a child and raised by jungle animals has done nothing to deter your joy of living. You lead a simple life, wasting nothing and maintaining the balance of nature. You are friends with the jungle animals that raised you, and the rest defer to your superior intellect and combat skills.
Source:	WTTJ 20

Name:	Kelpie
Type(s):	Arboreal Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Kelpies are an aquatic variety of Entangling Mass. They are non-intelligent but display a rudimentary awareness of their surroundings. Kelpies congregate in and around seaweed beds, and use the deadly foliage to assist in their hunt for food.
Source:	NN 18

Name:	Kraken
Type(s):	Standard Multi-Person Beast
Ratio:	2/1 per Tentacle/Beak (Quest)
Desc:	Kraken are huge squid-like creatures which plague the seas of the world. They flail their mammoth tentacles about hoping to snare a quick morsel from ship or shore.
Source:	DUA 41

Name:	Lepus
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Imagine a hugely-muscled humanoid rabbit standing over six feet tall, dressed in a loincloth and wielding a blood-stained two-handed sword. Then imagine a whole ARMY of them, leaping into battle with a howling cry and snatching incoming arrows out of the air with their feet. Scary? In truth, the Lepus are a peace-loving and life affirming people, content to live in touch with nature far from the grasp of mankind. Their leaders are wise and have perfected spiritual harmony and balance. The remainder of the populace are semi-barbaric, nomadic forest-dwellers, living in thatch-roofed burrows on the fringes of civilized nations. The Lepus as a race are known to despise the Undead, and go out of their way to destroy such creatures of darkness.
Source:	DUA 42

Name:	Leviathan
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	8/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Leviathans are gargantuan reptilian beasts, often considered to be whales and more likely related to dinosaurs or Dragons. They are sometimes responsible for the sinking of ships, able to capsize even a galleon with a mighty enough blow. They are usually only encountered in the deep ocean but have been known to wander onto land, where they leave great destruction in their wake. Some of the world’s deepest lakes are also rumored to contain one or more Leviathans, which are thought to live for centuries.
Source:	NN 18

Name:	Lich
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Liches are wizards who have used their Art to prolong their existence by becoming undead.
Source:	DUA 42

Name:	Lightning Bug, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	This Lightning Bug is a gargantuan of its species. Giant Lightning Bugs have evolved into dangerous enemies, using their internal glow to cause a variety of deadly effects.
Source:	WTTJ 17

Name:	Living Storm
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	4/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Stormwall was well named, being frequented by many storms of freakish nature, some of almost mystical origin. Few know the real secret force responsible for having summoned them, but when the wind blows foul, all of the inhabitants of Stormwall know their fury. The Living Storm is an all-too-common reminder of the dangers of living in the harsh, untamed regions of the Wetlands coast.
Source:	NN 19

Name:	Lizardman
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Lizardmen are dangerous, tribal people who are quite primitive and few in number. They can be found in any climate, but most often in marshes and swamps. They are savage in mind and crude in technology.
Source:	DUA 43

Name:	Locust, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Traveling in huge swarms of devastating potential, the Giant Locust is a scavenger without par. These beasts consume everyone and everything in their paths, stopping only long enough to digest a meal before moving along to the next.
Source:	WTTJ 18

Name:	Manos
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	The Hordes of Manos (plural: Manoi) are a race of corrupt humanoid amphibians, bred in polluted swamps near ancient burial mounds. The frog-like Manos have learned to coexist with the evil Undead, to the point of discovering rituals to turn slain warriors into the living dead. The Manos are entirely without remorse and emotion, going through their miserable lives with only a dim understanding of the world around them.
Source:	WTTJ 20

Name:	Manta Ray, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Giant Mantas are just huge versions of the normal ray. They glide effortlessly through the water like stealthy black clouds. This skill, combined with their poison barbed tails and camouflage ability makes them true masters of their deep domain.
Source:	NN 19

Name:	Manticore
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	The blending of a lion and a demon, the manticore is a vile and tough opponent. Large and powerful, the beast can take to the air on leathery wings, has the fangs of a rattlesnake, and a tail covered with large iron-like quills, which it can fling a considerable distance.
Source:	DUA 43

Name:	Mastodon
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Mastodons, and their modern counterpart the Elephant, are giant vegetarian mammals. Though generally passive, bull elephants will charge to attack threats to the herd. Mastodons are huge furry brutes, twice the size of an average elephant. Both varieties use their mighty ivory tusks to gore opponents and their gargantuan bulk to crush enemies underfoot.
Source:	WTTJ 21

Name:	Medusa
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	An evil combination of woman and snake, the Medusa is a creature so vile in aspect that her mere visage is enough to turn a man to stone. Instead of hair, snakes writhe upon her skull and her lower body is often that of a giant serpent.
Source:	DUA 44

Name:	Merfolk
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	The Merfolk have a thriving civilization beneath the waves of Amtgardia. They are a race of humanoids with the lower bodies of scaled fish. As a whole, Merfolk shun humanity and other species living above the ocean. They don’t need our air-breathing ways and will defend incursions into their realm with fierce determination.
Source:	NN 20

Name:	Mimic
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Mimics, sometimes referred to as Doppelgangers, are a rare and terrifying breed of shape shifter. Able to pass themselves off as a staggering variety of human and demi-human forms, the Mimics often slay unwary travelers and assume their forms.
Source:	BNTD 19

Name:	Minotaur
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	These savage creatures of legend have the head of a bull and the body of a giant man. They are dangerous, unpredictable and merciless. Only a fool would challenge one in its own lair, for they dwell in trap-infested mazes where few have been known to escape.
Source:	DUA 44

Name:	Mo'Kathah
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Mo’kathah (or Moks, for shorts) are a race of carnivorous amphibious humanoids who have developed a primitive, tribal culture. Moks are generally warlike, particularly in groups, and tend to pick fights they cannot hope to win. Surprisingly, this tendency has bred bigger, stronger Moks instead of leading to their extinction.
Source:	NN 20

Name:	Moosh-Moosh
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Mooshi are slim, dark fur-covered humanoids with long, prehensile tails. The average Moosh- Moosh is less than 3' tall and weighs about 40 pounds, looking like a cross between a large spider monkey and anorexic chimpanzee. The eyes of the Mooshi gleam with an evil green glow during their nocturnal hunting raids. These creatures are most well-known for their disgusting habit of flinging feces at their enemies. Being buried under a barrage of stinky monkey poo is enough to deter most predators from bothering Mooshi clans.
Source:	WTTJ 21

Name:	Mosquito, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Known to inhabit the deepest, darkest parts of Amtgardia, the giant mosquito is a fearsome bloodsucker that packs a punch far worse than West Nile. They are most frequently encountered individually, but have been known to travel in large swarms. Found in deep forests, swamps, and almost anywhere that has plenty of standing water. If encountered, should be swatted immediately.
Source:	WTTJ 18

Name:	Mummy
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Mummies are undead creatures that are the corpses of humanoids, wrapped in bandages, and filled with preserving fluids. They are usually associated with a curse. If something concerning the mummy has been desecrated, the mummy may track down and kill the guilty party. Other times, it is merely a spirit that has inhabited a body to wreak havoc. They are quite mindless, and will destroy anything that gets in their way.
Source:	DUA 45

Name:	Neanderthal
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	The Neanderthal of Amtgard live in remote seclusion, far from the modern contrivances of civilization. These peaceful brutes eke out a meager existence by hunting and foraging in the wild. Their clothing is the crudest form, made from the furs of past meals, and their weaponry is nothing more than sharp sticks, heavy logs and rocks. Neanderthals can communicate with one another, but do not speak intelligently or intelligibly, making animal sounds, grunts, and bestial howls to convey meaning. Their fear of lightning and fire is legendary, as they can not master the forces of Nature on their own.
Source:	WTTJ 22

Name:	Necromancer
Type(s):	Archetype
Ratio:	N/A
Desc:	The Necromancer figure is a dark and ominous one, suitably so for one who deals with corpses and is fascinated by Undeath. Necromancers are generally of evil temperament, if only due to their selfish natures and predisposition for hanging out with dead things.
Source:	BNTD 19

Name:	Nosferatu
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	5/1 (Quest)
Desc:	These are foul undead beings who are forced to drink the blood of the living in order to survive. They are fearsome, vicious creatures who roam the night and are always notable by their large canines and tendency toward dark clothing. They are weakened by direct exposure to sunlight and are usually found in graveyards, haunted keeps, and other unseemly places from which they hunt.
Source:	DUA 45

Name:	Oaken
Type(s):	Mystical Arboreal
Ratio:	2/1 per branch (Quest)
Desc:	Oaken are magical plant-like creatures who live for centuries, yet never move from the place of their birth. Their natural magic resistance and the effect they spread to nearby grounds is highly valued by Druids, who often raise them from seedlings to protect their groves. Players portraying an Oaken are actually representing its powerful and prehensile Branches.
Source:	DUA 46

Name:	Octopus
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Eight-arms, huge eyes, sharp beak and a bad attitude; Octopi are natural, solitary predators of the deep.
Source:	NN 21

Name:	Ogami
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	The Ogami are a race of diminutive humanoids scratching out a meager, but fulfilling life-style in the dense tropical rain forest canopy. Ogami are a very spiritual people, and look for omens and portents in everything from a passing bird to the shape of the clouds during a monsoon. They have a rich story-telling history, passing tales verbally from generation to generation. Thus they have a great respect for Bards of any species.
Source:	WTTJ 22

Name:	Ogre
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Ogres are the largest of the Goblinoid races (others include Goblins, Hobgoblins, and Orcs). They are misshapen brutes, standing over 9 feet tall, with blotched and mottled skin and sparse black hair. Ogres are generally cruel creatures who delight in the suffering of smaller races. They make their living by raiding caravans
Source:	DUA 46

Name:	Orc
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	These hideous creatures are members of a race descended from Elves who were twisted and perverted by evil in the mists of the past. Although they are not inherently evil, they are culturally and mentally predisposed toward hate, malice and cruelty. They are almost always uncomfortable and, aside from mealtime or battle, are never happy or at peace. Orcs are heavily built with thick hides short legs and long arms. They have grotesque, fanged faces and random hair growth.
Source:	DUA 47

Name:	Pegasus
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Pegasi are some of the most beautiful and well-known creatures in all creation. These winged horses are extremely intelligent beasts who generally choose to ignore most races, though they will go out of their way to annoy Harpies.
Source:	DUA 47

Name:	Phoenix
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	10/1 (Quest)
Desc:	The Phoenix is a legendary eagle-like bird that destroys itself in fire at the end of its five-hundred-year lifetime, and from whose ashes springs a new Phoenix. It is a symbol of immortality and of Amtgard, therefore only someone who has become a Knight may play a Phoenix.
Source:	DUA 48

Name:	Pirate
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid (Alternate Class)
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Avast ye landlubbers! High adventure on the seven seas is the life for a Pirate. Whether they be scurvy dogs like Edward “Blackbeard” Teach or suave gentlemen like Jean LaFitte and Stede Bonnet, pirates be found anywhere there’s something of value sailing across the sea. Other examples include Captain Jack Sparrow (Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl, 2003), Captain Hook (Peter Pan by J.M. Barrie), and Long John Silver (Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson).
Source:	NN 21

Name:	Plaguer
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1 (Quest)
Desc:	These are diseased humans whose minds have been twisted by the plague they bear. They live only infect others with their insanity and disease.
Source:	DUA 48

Name:	Poltergeist
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Poltergeists are similar in background to Ghosts, but are the spirits of violent persons whose lust for blood could not be quenched in the afterlife. Poltergeists are, plain and simply put, evil in one of its purest forms and should be avoided whenever possible.
Source:	DUA 49

Name:	Poseidon's Child
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	The Children of Poseidon are a breed of aquatic horses, born and adapted to underwater living through the will of the Sea God. Poseidon’s Children are wild creatures of the coastal waters, often coming into contact with fishermen and sailors, who see them as a good omen. Every so often, one of these curious beasts will allow themselves to be “adopted” by a kindhearted human family, and will serve as a faithful mount.
Source:	NN 22

Name:	Praying Mantis, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	With the ability to walk upright and the look of intellect in its eyes, the deadly Giant Mantis is the supreme hunter of the Giant Insect world. These silent giants are ruthless, tireless adversaries, relentlessly pursuing their prey until one or the other is slain.
Source:	WTTJ 18

Name:	Pteron
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	The Pteron dwell in tribal units near the tops of active volcanoes or high mountain peaks. They have little talent for mining and smithing, but are excellent jewelers, weavers and fletchers. Most Pteron tribes are raiders and scavengers, taking what they want and need to survive. Some few, however, have developed all the workings of a full civilization. In either event, Pterons have a very condescending view toward earthbound species, considering them poor, unfortunate neighbors.
Source:	WTTJ 23

Name:	Quill Beast
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Quill Beasts are hideous, glowing-eyed humanoids covered in a thick coat of deadly quills. They are extremely cunning and easily angered. They eat all meat including carrion and human flesh. Quill Beasts (also called Quillions) have a primitive, tribal culture, where the largest and strongest specimens dominate the tribe.
Source:	WTTJ 23

Name:	Rakshasa
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	A Rakshasa is an evil spirit that appears in the flesh like a humanoid tiger. They are quite intelligent, sadistic, and difficult to negotiate with, for they will exploit weaker beings at every opportunity.
Source:	BNTD 20

Name:	Revenant
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1 (Quest)
Desc:	A Revenant is an undead being created in the violent death of an evil individual. It is driven by the need to take vengeance on the one or ones responsible for its demise, and it is utterly relentless. Its single-minded determination requires it to behave neutrally toward any uninvolved parties unless they directly interfere with the Revenant. Because of the nature of this creature, the Revenant is a Quest monster and it is strongly recommended that a Revenant only be used when it is integral to the plot of the quest (the questors help capture and deliver its killer, for example).
Source:	BNTD 20

Name:	Rhinoceros
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Four-legged horned beasts, Rhinoceri, though largely vegetarian, are very territorial and will attack anyone who enters their grazing grounds.
Source:	WTTJ 24

Name:	Rhinoceros Beetle, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These long-nosed monstrosities are the huge, but generally peaceful, insects. They are scavengers, however, and will attack other creatures when threatened or hungry.
Source:	WTTJ 19

Name:	Roc
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	8/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Rocs are legendary gigantic birds of enormous size and strength capable of carrying off whole cattle or even elephants for food. Rocs are by necessity solitary creatures because even a pair of these immense birds could devastate the hunting in any given area. Rocs have no natural enemies except Crimson Dragons, who view these glorious beasts as a tasty meal. A few daring heroes have been able to domesticate Rocs and use them as mounts, though such partnership rarely last for long due to the expense in keeping such a creature in domestication.
Source:	WTTJ 24

Name:	Satyr
Type(s):	Mystical Fey Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	These hearty creatures have the torso of a man and the lower legs of a goat. Their love of partying and rampant displays of drunken vulgarity are legendary.
Source:	DUA 49

Name:	Scalor
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	The Scalor are a barbaric race of humanoid fish. They are the mortal enemies of humans and mer-folk alike, as the Scalors detest everything they cannot eat, destroy, or subjugate. These cunning fish-men have developed ambush tactics, use of undersea nets to capture prey, and basic metal working skills. Make lots of bubbling and gurgling sounds. Walk slumped over to emulate the slow gait these creatures exhibit on land.
Source:	DUA 50

Name:	Scorpion, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Another of the more terrifying Giant Arachnids is the Giant Scorpion. With its fast-acting poison and fearsome demeanor, the Giant Scorpion can decimate an unprepared group of adventurers. Luckily, Giant Scorpions prefer other Giant Insects to humans as a source of food, though they have been known to attack human settlements in search of easy prey.
Source:	WTTJ 19

Name:	Sea Hag
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	Of grim demeanor and horrible visage, the Sea Hags rule their own pathetic aquatic fiefdoms with iron claws and venomous witchery. Whether these malignant witches were once human or spawned whole from some demonic beast is a matter of conjecture, but suffice to say their evil intentions are rivaled only by the ugliness of their faces.
Source:	NN 22

Name:	Sea Jinn
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	The Sea Jinn, informally known as Breezes to most sailors, are a race of near-incorporeal humanoids composed of magical water vapor. The Breezes sail the seas by hitching a ride within a sailor’s body, often to the victim’s complete surprise. Luckily, Breezes are not evil, and only indulge in this behavior to experience the sea through new perspectives. In times of danger, the Breeze can take temporary control of its host and even in the best of times, grants the host seemingly supernatural luck and skill.
Source:	NN 23

Name:	Sea Serpent
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1 (per participant)
Desc:	Sea Serpents prove the adage; “There is always a bigger fish.” Larger than the largest Dragon, the only beast capable of rivaling a Leviathan, the Sea Serpents are a fortunately rare species found only in the deepest reaches of ocean expanse. Any ship unlucky or foolish enough to cross paths with such a behemoth is almost guaranteed to meet a quick, violent demise.
Source:	NN 23

Name:	Shade
Type(s):	Mystical Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Shades are the restless spirits of those unfortunate souls who were slain by negative energy attacks like Sphere of Annihilation. They are cursed to roam the world feeding off the living light of healthy souls. Shades have no real language, but whisper unintelligibly to one another and their unlucky victims.
Source:	BNTD 21

Name:	Shadowdancer
Type(s):	Archetype
Ratio:	N/A
Desc:	Who do you hire to kill a Wizard? Why another Wizard, of course! In this case, the professional, cold-blooded Shadowdancer. The Dancers are masters of infiltration and reconnaissance who use their fine-tuned skills to pick apart an opposing teams defenses to strike at the root of their power: spellcasters.
Source:	BNTD 21

Name:	Shark
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	The Kings of the Deep, these horrible foes are doubtless the most feared of all natural terrors of the sea, and this reputation is well deserved.
Source:	NN 24

Name:	Siren
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	These beings are a race resembling human females, but are something very inhuman. They sing most of their lives, luring unsuspecting travelers to their doom. To help them along, they are incredibly seductive and extremely beautiful. Both assets they use to give them an advantage over a weary victim.
Source:	DUA 50

Name:	Skeletal Champion
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1 (Quest)
Desc:	These fearsome Undead were once Warriors who were sworn to protect their Kingdom but failed. They are now cursed to walk the earth until he or she can fulfill their oath.
Source:	BNTD 22

Name:	Skeleton
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Skeletons are the animated bones of a corpse. They are mindless and follow the directions of their creators without fear or question. They tend to interpret orders in the most literal way.
Source:	DUA 51

Name:	Skeleton Warrior
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	5/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Formerly powerful fighters, skeleton warriors are undead lords forced into their nightmarish states by powerful wizards who trapped their souls in golden circlets. The sole reason that skeleton warriors remain on this plane is to search for and recover the circlets that contain their souls.
Source:	DUA 51

Name:	Skirit
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Skirits are a race of bipedal rats, filthy vermin thriving in the darkest and foulest places where others pile their refuse. Skirits are unhygienic to a fault, socially backward and the only manners they seem to have are all bad. They have long snouts, beady black eyes and are covered in black or brown fur except for their bald ears and tail.
Source:	DUA 52

Name:	Snake, Spitting
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	1/1 (Quest)
Desc:	These venomous reptiles are feared far and wide for their deadly poison. These snakes are not picky about their meals either, consuming human and cattle with equal vigor.
Source:	WTTJ 25

Name:	Spectre
Type(s):	Mystical Undead
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	Spectres are a malicious and evil form of ghost with that preys upon the very soul of the dead and dying.
Source:	DUA 52

Name:	Sphinx
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	4/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Sphinxes are large, desert-dwelling Monsters with the limbs of a lion, wings of an eagle and the torso and head of a human or ram. Sphinxes are master riddlers and strong in the ways of magic.
Source:	DUA 53

Name:	Spider, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Much larger and far more intelligent than their household counterparts, Giant Spiders are some of the most dangerous Monsters around. They are cunning, ruthless blooddrinkers and are often found as the guardians of powerful Vampires or other evil Undead.
Source:	DUA 53

Name:	Spider, Pop
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	0.5/1
Desc:	While these tiny monsters may seem weak and vulnerable, it is their tenacious nature that makes them truly a menace. The Pop Spider resembles a large, common garden spider. The real danger of these creepy crawlers is their tendency to congregate in massive swarms which overwhelm any potential predators.
Source:	WTTJ 25

Name:	Stormraven
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	Some say the Stormraven is a melding of crow and the elemental sky. Others claim it is the living embodiment of an ancient tribal spirit. Perhaps both are right, but the Stormraven isn’t telling, busy as it is in its vigil over the wind and storms.
Source:	DUA 54

Name:	Swashbuckler
Type(s):	Archetype
Ratio:	N/A
Desc:	The charming swordsman, the bold musketeer and the daring gallant all find a place within the ranks of the Swashbucklers. Vibrant, witty heroes with a flair for snappy conversation and supreme fashion sense, the Swashbuckler can be as romantic or tragic a figure as the player would care to portray.
Source:	NN 24

Name:	Tatzlwurm
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These worms live in caves high in the rain forest mountains. Tatzlwurms like to surprise their victims with venomous spit and retreat into burrows. Sometimes tatzlwurms are used by intelligent cave-dwellers to guard treasure or entrances to the lair.
Source:	WTTJ 26

Name:	Tezcatlipoca
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	Once voodoo practitioners, these poor souls fell victim to their own magics, and were scarred with permanent Jaguar markings and features. They blame the world for their misfortunes.
Source:	WTTJ 26

Name:	Thief
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid (Alternate Class)
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Thieves are… well, they’re thieves. They steal from those who have what they want (usually money, food or weapons). Thieves congregate in guilds, families and gangs for mutual support, protection, and to form a network of informants. Not all thieves are evil. Some, like the mythical Robin Hood, rob from only corrupt nobles and the like.
Source:	BNTD 22

Name:	Thunder Lizard, Longneck
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Longnecks are gigantic herbivores towering over treetops and grazing peacefully on the tasty leaves found there. Longnecks generally do not attack unless provoked, but once enraged these gentle giants are tireless, powerful enemies.
Source:	WTTJ 27

Name:	Thunder Lizard, Raptor
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	This speedy thief is one of the world’s most feared reptiles. Standing barely three feet tall, but at least 10 feet in length, they are some of the greatest hunters ever known. With teeth like knives and claws as sharp as daggers, Raptors are capable of taking down prey several times its size and strength. Raptors primarily hunts in packs, but it is not unknown for them to send scouts into an area. They have a form of communication similar to the calling of some birds. Unlike most Thunder Lizards, Raptors are smart enough to remember past experiences and learn from their mistakes, and thus gain levels (and get tougher) with age.
Source:	WTTJ 27

Name:	Thunder Lizard, Rex
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	5/1
Desc:	This hulking beast is the true king of the jungle. The jungle giant measure nearly fifty feet from the tip of its tail to its massive jaws. As big as he may be, on more than one occasion he has gotten the trip on hasty adventurers, and found himself a free snack. The Rex is immensely territorial, so the wise will steer around his lands.
Source:	WTTJ 28

Name:	Thunder Lizard, Three-Horn
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These three-horned titans are massive herbivores. They reach up to thirty feet long, and have been known to act as mounts for beings smart and bold enough to ride and train them. While ferocious in appearance most are non-confrontational when alone. Singly, they are no challenge for predators for they are far to slow, but together a herd of three-horns can conquer most anything.
Source:	WTTJ 28

Name:	Tiki, Living
Type(s):	Mystical Animation
Ratio:	5/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Living Tikis are massive stone statues brought to life by powerful, unknown magic. They serve as protectors of a given region, usually a remote rain forest or tropical jungle island. The Living Tikis stand anywhere from 10 to 20 feet tall and, except for their footsteps, they make no other sound.
Source:	WTTJ 29

Name:	Troglodyte
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Troglodytes are an offshoot of the original Lizard Man race. The troglodytes adapted to a more aquatic environment, resulting in the fins that are the traditional source of racial pride. The fact that Trogs smell horrible permeates their dealings with other races. They know others find them repulsive and have an inferiority complex about it. If treated kindly or approached unarmed, the Trogs can be quite pleasant.
Source:	DUA 54

Name:	Troll, Regenerating
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	A troll is a vicious, disgusting creature whose very presence is one which strikes fear into most. Their hide is a nauseating mixture of grays, blacks and mottled greens. They are relentless when attacking due to their pea-sized brains.
Source:	DUA 55

Name:	Troll, Stone
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	5/1
Desc:	Stone Trolls are as tough and dumb as rocks. They live in order to eat and play. Eating means fresh meat, raw or cooked, and play means killing and pillaging. Stone Trolls are huge, immensely strong brutes, standing over 10 feet tall and weighing in near half a ton. Their thick bodies are covered with hard, rocky protrusions. All in all, a disgusting mixture of strength and barbaric habits out to eat and kill everything in its path.
Source:	DUA 55

Name:	Undead Jester
Type(s):	Mystical Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Undead Jesters are the reanimated corpses of Court Jesters, clowns or harlequins who have been executed by their liegelord. These formerly kind-hearted people now bear an incredible hatred for all things living, especially the lord and lands which betrayed him.
Source:	BNTD 26

Name:	Undine
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	The Undine are free-spirited Water Elementals known to inhabit secluded sylvan waterfalls and other remote locations where water and nature meet in harmony. They are playful by nature, and delight in spending hours splashing about and socializing with the local wildlife. An Undine provoked to attack is a fearsome thing however, and
Source:	NN 25

Name:	Ursunid
Type(s):	Standard Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Ursunid is the term given to huge, bipedal bear-men. Ursunids walk on two legs, averaging over ten feet in height and weighing in excess of a ton of thick fur and dense muscle. Most of these thoughtful and cunning creatures range in coloration from blue-black to rich brown, though a clan of pure white Ursunids is rumored to live in the Frozen North. Ursunids are intelligent and have entered the earliest stages of civilization; they craft tools, practice language, and have learned the finer points of agriculture and food preparation.
Source:	DUA 56

Name:	Unicorn
Type(s):	Mystical Fey Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Unicorns resemble great white horses with a golden horn springing from its head. They are kindhearted and will help those in need. They often shy away from violence.
Source:	DUA 56

Name:	Vampire
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Vampires are the ultimate form of parasite. They sustain their undead immortality with the blood of the living. Provided with regular “meals”, a vampire could virtually live forever.
Source:	DUA 57

Name:	Voidstalker
Type(s):	Mystical Extra-Planar Humanoid
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	The mere sight of a Voidstalker is rumored to be a portent of one’s death. These fell, malicious demons lurk between the physical world and the Plane of Shadow, drawing sustenence from the fear and panic which follows in their wake. Though their skeletal visage and haunting demeanor appear undead in origin, the Voidstalkers are a variety of independent Elemental, since all attempts to summon
Source:	DUA 57

Name:	War Horse
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	These are the powerful horses knights ride into battle. They are disciplined, and obey the commands of their rider without hesitation. War Horses are strong, steadfast combatants, and a worthy companions for any hero or villain.
Source:	DUA 58

Name:	Warthog, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	This little piggy isn’t so little after all. The Giant Warthog stands 4’ at the shoulder and is more than a match for most solitary hunters. Any time a Giant Warthog is encountered in a combat situation, it plunges headlong into battle
Source:	WTTJ 29

Name:	Warrior of Wrath
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Woe betide those poor mortals who fall captive to an evil Wizard or priest of some dark god! These soulless shells of humanity are little more than walking automatons, having had their very essence stripped away by the black arts. They obey their creator without hesitation, though they do not always act in the most intelligent manner.
Source:	BNTD 27

Name:	Wasp, Giant
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Coming from a failed experiment when a wizard tried to use magic to get the perfect, rather large honey bee, these creatures have mutated into giants. More akin to the common wasps, these creatures are tough and fierce fighters. If one is angered, it will call on more. So be cautious when dealing with just one. Their stings are painful and inflict numbing effects. What to be on the look out for: red and yellow strips and the biggest bee you will ever see.
Source:	WTTJ 19

Name:	Werebat
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	These filthy half-breeds are known for spreading disease and death wherever they travel. Werebats are more sociallyinclined than most Lycanthropes, and exhibit far more intelligence than their infected brethren - though this by no means makes them any moore pleasant to be around.
Source:	BNTD 23

Name:	Werebird
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	Werebirds come in a variety of avian forms, representing all manner of scavenger and hunting birds, from Werecrows to Werefalcons. Of all the Lycanthropes, werebirds demonstrate the greatest control over their disease, often shifting form during daylight hours or when the mood strikes. Nocturnal werebirds are generally evil-tempered sneaks, while their high-flying daytime cousins tend to be rapacious hunters.
Source:	BNTD 23

Name:	Werecat
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	From werepanthers to werelions, the dreaded lycanthropic felines are a blight against other, intelligent races. Living only to feed, these malignant beasts roam the night in search of prey, and nothing slakes their thirst for blood quite like a screaming man, woman or child. Werecats generally despise their weaker “human” forms, and go to great lengths to avoid being cured of their disease.
Source:	BNTD 24

Name:	Wererat
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Filthy, bloodthirsty vermin, Wererats are amongst the most foul and polluted creatures in all the realms. They dwell in sewers and trash heaps on the fringe of civilization, scrounging out a disgusting existence and waylaying the occasional wanderer.
Source:	BNTD 24

Name:	Werewolf
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	Werewolves are the most well-known and notorious of the Lycanthropes. Natural Werewolves rarely stay in once place for long, preferring the life of wandering gypsy over long stays in civilization. These werewolves manage to keep some semblance of cunning intellect while in beast form. Afflicted Werewolves are little more than bestial, ravening brutes, trapped in a dark, personal prison of bloody dreams and bloody deeds.
Source:	DUA 58

Name:	White Rabbit
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	10/1 (Quest)
Desc:	From the lowest depths of Hell emerges the most fearsome creature of all: the WHITE RABBIT! Well, it is vicious. Honest, I’m not lying. It has BIG teeth! Well, look at the bones! Don’t say I didn’t warn you.
Source:	DUA 59

Name:	Will-O-The-Wisp
Type(s):	Mystical Beast
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	These are the inter-dimensional entities that roam the forests of Amtgardia. Not much is known about them, except that they usually appear as glowing blue or yellow lights.
Source:	BNTD 27

Name:	Witchdoctor
Type(s):	Archetype
Ratio:	N/A
Desc:	Part hedge wizard, part herbalist, part voodoo hougan, the tribal Witch Doctor is a potent mixture of offensive and defensive magic rolled into an insanely babbling sorcerer. Able to assist a team or survive solo, the Witch Doctor uses spear and spell to strike at his enemies with merciless abandon. It is said the Witch Doctors gain their power from invisible Ancestral Spirits. A notion strongly supported by their penchant for howling madly at unseen advisors and tendency to “consult the bones” when divining the future or seeking extra-planar support.
Source:	WTTJ 30

Name:	Wolf, Alpha
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	The strongest male wolf who leads and protects the pack. Only one Alpha Wolf will ever be present in a given pack.
Source:	BNTD 25

Name:	Wolf, Pack Mate
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Uh ... they look like mean dogs with more hair. Wolves travel in packs for safety and are led by the strongest Alpha Male in the group. Some wolves have been known to befriend local Druids or wandering Bards, forsaking pack life to help defend their woodland homes, or for the minstrel’s open road.
Source:	BNTD 25

Name:	Wolf, Pack Mother
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	1/1
Desc:	Pack Mothers are the Alpha Females who treat the ills of the pack. She is usually the mother of many of the cubs in her pack and is accorded almost as much respect as the Alpha Male.
Source:	BNTD 26

Name:	Wraith
Type(s):	Mystical Undead
Ratio:	4/1
Desc:	These vile beings are a form of undead hailing from the Negative plane of existence. They are destructive, and live for the terror they cause their victims. Wraiths appear as dark, shadow-like humanoids surrounded by a black mist.
Source:	DUA 60

Name:	Wyvern
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	5/1
Desc:	Wyverns are the evolutionary precursor of dragons. They have been known to carry off cattle for food. Occasionally, they have picked up humans during their foraging, leading to the poor reputation these beasts have developed.
Source:	DUA 60

Name:	Yeti
Type(s):	Standard Beast
Ratio:	3/1
Desc:	These creatures of the high mountain ranges are rarely seen. They tend to be territorial, attacking only if their turf is invaded; but have also been known to range far and wide if roused. The yeti is very physically strong, and stands 8 (young adult) to 11 feet (mature) tall.
Source:	DUA 61

Name:	Yosta-Maru
Type(s):	Mystical Humanoid
Ratio:	3/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Yosta-Maru (or Maru, for short) are a race of winged humanoid avians native to remote tropical locales and high-peaked mountain ranges. The Maru are a peaceful folk, spending most days hunting for small game, harvesting native fruits and berries, or playing tag amid the thermal updrafts above the jungle floor. By night, they gather and rehearse the ancient dance by which all Maru may learn to summon air elementals. In this way, they pass their traditions along to young Maru and preserve their best defense against invaders.
Source:	WTTJ 30

Name:	Zombie
Type(s):	Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	2/1
Desc:	Foul unfortunate creatures that are destined to wander the earth as Undead. They are corpses who have been doomed to ever roam in search of brains to eat. There are two types of Zombies: the cursed ones, who know no more than the lust for blood and the need to wander, and those who were raised by an evil spell of some sort, and now exist only as animated corpses.
Source:	DUA 61

Name:	Zombie, Sea
Type(s):	Mystical Undead Humanoid
Ratio:	1/1 (Quest)
Desc:	Whether through ancient curse, dark debt or demonic magic, these once-living pirates have traded their souls for the rotting shell of a Zombie. Now they scour the trade routes in search of more plunder and blood than any mortal sailor could dream.
Source:	NN 25
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